
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Dawn endeavours to use eco-friendly, sustainable and/or 
biodegradable packaging and materials wherever possible 
(or feasible) to do so.

ECO-Friendly

Dawn frameless enclosures offer significant structural 
integrity, promoting light and accentuating space.

Easy to clean without any worry of build-up along 
frame edges.

Seamless Design

Our brass colour enclosures and wetrooms use PVD 
coating technology to achieve a hardwearing surface that 
is scratch resistant and won’t wear off. This is a finish that is 
applied at an atomic level and designed to last. 

PVD FINISH

Our black colour enclosures and wetrooms use anodising 
technology, an electrochemical process in which a metal 
surface is coated with a water-resistant oxide layer. 
Anodised metals are resistant to corrosion and rust.

ANODISED FINISH
BLACK

All Dawn products offer the ultimate in quality, precision, 
and craftsmanship, exceeding approved UK and 
European testing standards. To give you complete 
peace of mind, all Dawn shower enclosures, walk-in 
panels, and bath screens are accompanied by a lifetime 
guarantee. See page 125 or visit our website for full 
terms and conditions: www.dawnshowering.com

Lifetime Guarantee

DESIGN
We stand out from the crowd. Through exceptional product 
design and innovative technology, we’ve created a 
collection like no other. Our products are carefully crafted 
for all bathroom shapes and sizes. Browse the collections to 
discover wetrooms and enclosures that will work with your 
space, rounded off with a stylish designer look.

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
At Dawn, we want you to have a bathroom you adore. 

That’s why we are committed to providing products of the 
highest quality. We use only the finest materials to guarantee 
outstanding performance.  
 
We carefully fabricate and anodise or PVD finish all our 
aluminium profiles. We use aluminium because it is light, 
strong, and requires minimal maintenance. These finishes 
increase corrosion resistance and product durability, as well 
as enhancing the material properties and look of the products. 

Designed to withstand day-to-day usage, all Dawn shower 
enclosures come with toughened safety glass, known as 
tempered glass, as standard. 

This is approximately four times stronger than ordinary glass. 
Instead of shattering into jagged pieces when broken, 
tempered glass fractures into small, relatively harmless pieces. 
This makes it a safe option for a space that sees a lot of 
activity, such as the bathroom. All glass is strictly tested in 
accordance with EN14428.

Toughglass

Trident Guard is a unique hydrophobic coating that 
is bonded with our toughened safety glass during the 
manufacturing process.

This invisible water-repellent barrier protects against 
limescale, soap scum and bacteria build-up for an easier 
clean and longer-lasting gleam. 

All glass featured in the Dawn showering collection are 
pre-coated with Trident Guard, prolonging the life of these 
key parts of your bathroom. To find out more about Trident 
Guard, see page 124.

Trident Guard
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We all need to take care of the environment. That’s why Dawn never 
uses polystyrene in product packaging.

As climate change continues to impact on our lives, we are taking the 
steps as a business to operate more sustainably. By using eco-friendly 
and, wherever possible, biodegradable materials, we are reducing 
plastic waste and building a greener way of working. 

So, you can enjoy the same high quality bathroom products delivered 
to you in eco-conscious, recyclable packaging that protects both the 
items you’ve bought and the planet.

ECO-FRIENDLY
PACKAGING
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

Following the below instructions will ensure you are in keeping with your lifetime guarantee requirements:
1. It is important to clean your enclosure/panels/bath screen after each use
2. Ensure any residual water is removed after each use
3. Do not allow limescale to build up.
4. Clean the glass regularly with soapy water.
5. Do not use abrasive products on any surface.
6. Install your enclosure in a well ventilated area.
7. Chrome is vulnerable to acid and alkali attacks. Strong household cleaners, disinfectants, hair dye and denture cleaners may contain acid.
8. Bleach is an aggressive alkaline that may also cause permanent damage to chrome fixtures.
The effects the aforementioned substances can vary from black spotting and non-removable streaks to surface pitting.

• All Dawn enclosures and bath screens are manufactured using toughened safety glass (stated as Tough Glass) that complies with BS EN 12150.
• Providing products are installed in line with Dawn guidelines and general good practice, Dawn’s ‘Tough Glass’ is completely safe for use in shower enclosures and bath screens; 
• IMPORTANT: The glass must not be mounted or ‘pinched’ in such a way that would cause a stress point to develop in the glass.
• IMPORTANT: Glass must not be subjected to sharp impact or severe fluctuation in temperature as this may also cause a stress point to develop in the glass
• Dawn’s ‘Tough Glass’ is tempered, making it significantly stronger than standard glass both physically and thermally against direct impact. However, significant impact or stress      
 (outlined above) can still cause the glass to break.
• In the event of breakage or shattering, ‘Tough Glass’ will break safely into small fragments (rather than larger, sharper shards, which can be more harmful). This breakage is in line      
      with all relevant safety standards.

TOUGH GLASS

CUSTOMER SERVICES

Our dedicated Dawn customer service team can be contacted on 0330 124 6603 (9am - 5pm, Monday - Friday). Alternatively you can email your enquiry to sales@1of1bathrooms.co.uk

SAFETY ASSURANCE

Dawn shower enclosures (when installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions) ensure safe performance when used as intended and have been 
rigorously tested to fully conform to the scope and specified characteristics of BS EN 14428:2015+A1:2018 (Shower Enclosures - Functional Requirements and Test Methods).
As a result of full compliance, Dawn shower enclosures carry the ‘CE’ mark, indicating that all Dawn shower enclosures conform to all essential requirements of European health, 
safety and environmental protection legislation.

TRIDENT GUARD

All glass panels within Dawn products are specially coated in Trident 
Guard, which is a unique hydrophobic coating bonded with our 
toughened safety glass during the manufacturing process. This invisible 
barrier protects against limescale, soap scum and bacteria build-up, 
making your enclosure easier to clean and minimising the requirement 
for any vigorous cleaning.

The hydrophobic coating increases the contact angle of the glass 
and weakens the surface bonding between the glass and any water 
droplets. This causes water droplets to sit further away from the glass 
surface, allowing them to run off with ease.

STANDARD UNCOATED GLASS

Uncoated glass has a shallow contact 
angle that allows water droplets to sit closer 
to the glass, spreading the droplet surface 
area and making it more difficult for gravity 
to pull them down. 

contact angle

Trident Guard increases the contact angle 
allows water droplets, dirt and debris to run 
off the glass surface.
This reduces water concentration on the glass, 
preventing streaking and spotting and making 
the glass incredibly easy to clean.
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TRIDENT GUARD

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

One of One Ltd offers a lifetime guarantee on shower enclosures manufactured or imported by 
One of One and sold through a One of One-authorised dealer. This is given to consumers in 
addition to statutory rights applicable in the United Kingdom and in the Republic of Ireland.

1. Life Guarantee Provisions

1.1 One of One guarantees its shower enclosures sold under the Dawn brand to consumers who purchase from 
a One of One-authorised dealer for the period of the product’s natural life. There are conditions attached to the 
lifetime guarantee, and some exclusions from it that are set out in Conditions and Exclusions.

1.2 To obtain the benefit of the lifetime guarantee you must follow the registration procedure on the Dawn website 
www.dawnshowering.com/guarantee. You must register within 28 days of the date of purchase. You are only 
entitled to register if you are the original purchaser of a Dawn shower enclosure. Upon registration you will be 
asked to provide proof of purchase.

1.3 The product must be visually inspected for defects within 7 days of the date of purchase, to avoid a 
replacement delivery charge. In any event, physical defects should be reported prior to installation. Installation 
would be treated as acceptance of the product quality.

1.4 If a Dawn shower enclosure is defective in materials or manufacture, the consumer should first contact their 
One of One-approved retailer to report a defect. They will advise further or contact a One of One customer 
service advisor. If the fault is not resolved, One of One may choose to repay the cost of the product, offer to send 
replacement parts, or a full replacement product will be provided. This will constitute our sole obligation under this 
guarantee.

1.5 The lifetime guarantee covers normal domestic use of a Dawn shower enclosure under normal water 
temperatures and pressures only.

1.6 One of One reserves the right to develop and improve its enclosures continuously. This may mean changes 
to specifications. If under the lifetime guarantee identical parts or an identical shower enclosure is no longer be 
available, One of One will supply the nearest current equivalent.

1.7 The guarantee does not cover ex-display units.

1.8 The guarantee is in addition to your statutory rights. It does not affect your statutory rights in any way. 

2. Conditions and Exclusions

2.1 The lifetime guarantee does not cover:
 • Damage caused by wilful damage, neglect, misuse, accidental breakage and fair wear and tear.
 • Breakage of, or damage to, the glass or its coating (unless the defect is present at the time of purchase).
 • Showering items, specifically the valves, hand sprays and fixed heads, body jets, drench heads, shower   
             valves, and items of a similar nature.
 • Items that are not part of the shower enclosure, including soap dispensers, towel rails, 
             shower trays and similar items.

2.2 Examples that may affect the performance and life expectancy of Dawn shower enclosures and   
are excluded from the provisions of the lifetime guarantee. These include:
 • Failure to adhere to Dawn fitting and cleaning instructions.
 • Water composition, as hard water may cause water staining
 • Exposure to sunlight, which may cause colours to fade and certain products to warp.
 • Galvanic corrosion most commonly caused by failing to allow adequate drainage of the    
             enclosure framework.

2.3 The lifetime guarantee for metal coverings against flaking, discolouration, and rust is excluded   
when these conditions are caused by:
 • Misuse
 • Build-up of mildew and limescale
 • The use of corrosive liquids or cleaners

2.4 Moving parts, ABS, rubber or plastic parts used in Dawn shower enclosures are excluded from   
the lifetime guarantee. 
 These products have a 12-month guarantee but only where:
 • They have been reasonably maintained and cleaned
 • Failure is as a result of normal wear and tear.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

PRODUCT DETAILS

• Clear and concise installation instructions are included with all Dawn products.
• For fine tuning and a perfect fit, all doors feature micro-adjustable wall profiles to compensate for ‘out-of-true’ walls.
• Shower trays must be installed perfectly level to avoid any problems when installing the enclosures.
• Water retention is maintained in all products under normal showering conditions. However water directly jetted with pressure at joints,   
      seals or openings can naturally force an exit.
• Only contents covered in this brochure are protected by the Lifetime Guarantee.
• Glass shattering and parts subject to natural wear and tear are not covered by the Lifetime Guarantee.
• All guarantee forms supplied with installation instructions must be completed and returned to Dawn within 30 days to validate the    
      Lifetime Guarantee, otherwise a statutory 12 month guarantee only will apply as default.
• All heights quoted for enclosures and bath screens are from the top of the shower tray or bath.
• The term “chrome” refers to the electroplated finish on metal materials.
• Dawn over-bath products are not designed for baths with stepped or shaped fronts and are unsuitable for integral soap dishes.
• The design rights of all products contained within this brochure are owned by One of One Ltd. All rights reserved.
• For compatibility with steam generators, please contact Dawn customer services for advice on 0330 124 7290. 
• Due to the nature of wet room panel products, water integrity cannot be guaranteed. Please consult your installer.
• Images and diagrams used throughout this brochure are for illustrative purposes only.

Professional plumbing practice ensures that a shower head is never installed facing outwards towards the shower enclosure/
door as shown in the diagram. Limitations of design and physics dictate that water will inevitably leave a shower enclosure/
door if large amounts of water are purposely directed at seals or gaps between aluminium and/or glass. If doors swing out 
into a bathroom and the glass is still wet, water will drip down onto the floor, please ensure floor coverings are suitable for 
bathrooms and are not affected by water.  
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